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Volume II, Issue 1 Winter is a good time to take an assessment of your garden of what you did last year and
make plans on what you may want to try differently this year. Take the time to think
about some of the gardens you may have visited, garden designs you saw on TV, or a
neighbor’s yard that you were in awe of. It is the perfect time to walk your property and
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assess your trees and shrubs. Most of the leaves have fallen and you can get a good look
at their structure and if there is any damage that can be seen.
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Winter is also good time to test your soil for nutrients and prepare your soil for your
Spring garden just a few months away. Winter weather can sometime leach the nutrients
out of the soil, so mulching any exposed soil is important. This is a good time to cut
back and remove any foliage that may harbor diseases or insects. Some tender plants
should not be cut back until the Spring due to the insulation provided by the old foliage
or they still contribute to the aesthetics of the garden. Also, some plant stems are left on
in order to mark the plant’s location. As you can see, there is much to be done before
those bulbs start popping up and seed catalogs start coming in.
As Blount County Master Gardeners, we are here to assist you with any of your
gardening questions. Please reach out to our Certified Plant Health Advisors by calling
865-982-6430. If you want to learn more about the Master Gardener program, visit our
website at bcmgtn.org. We invite you to join us by attending one of our many
workshops listed on our calendar at the end of our newsletter or on our website. You
can engage with us on our Facebook page at
https://www.facebook.com/BlountCountyMasterGardeners/.
March 1 will be the grand opening of the second year of the Blount County Seed
Library. This program is offered by the Blount County Public Library under the Southern
Appalachian Studies Program. With your library card, you can check out up to five
packages of seeds per month. The seed catalog is located near the Reference desk in
Adult Services. All they ask is that you donate back to the library some of the seeds you
grow to help keep the program running.

The Blount County Gazette is published quarterly. Our Spring issue will be published in
April. If you would like to contribute to our April issue (April —June), please submit
your articles and pictures by March 20 to bcmggazette@gmail.com. We would love to
hear from you! Any gardening topic, wildlife, pest or plant disease spotlight, areas of
interest to visit, or areas of community education would be of interest.
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Raise the Bed
by Teri Brushaber, Blount County Master Gardener

I always like to try new things while gardening and having a cool season garden was something I always wanted
to try. One of the great advantages about a garden in Tennessee is the mild winter weather with an extended
growing season for plants that are hardy enough to survive temperatures around freezing. In Michigan, I never
gardened in the fall because it was too cold and too snowy. Tennessee is perfect for trying a second or cool
season garden.
This year I only tried two different types of plants, broccoli and
romaine lettuce. I read that they were both ideal cool season plants. I
love to eat both which is probably the main reason they were planted.
I planted lettuce seeds but I also planted broccoli and lettuce plants as
a test to see what would grow and how they would grow. In the
middle of August, the plants and seeds were put in the ground. Six
broccoli plants, six romaine lettuces and a short row of lettuce were
planted.
All year, I have struggled with bugs and other animals eating the garden. To remedy this problem I bought Tule
at JoAnn Fabrics and rigged row covers. After I did all of this work, we went to Michigan for a few days. I
thought I would come home to big wonderful bug free plants. Boy was I wrong!
Instead I came home to lettuce that had bolted because of the ninety degree heat which was fifteen degrees
higher than normal. How could I have planned for that? I couldn’t. I ripped out the lettuce and composted it.
At least the lettuce seeds had sprouted while I was gone. The little seedlings were just two leaves, a long way
from a salad.

The broccoli did not fare much better. The leaves were ragged with
holes all over. They looked like lace dollies. Even with the Tule row
cover something had gotten into the broccoli. I searched the leaves
and found charcoal gray caterpillars with a yellow stripe on either side.
I squished as many as I could find between my fingers. Then I used an
insecticidal soap. The soap seem to have no effect on the caterpillars
and neither did my squishing. There were just too many!
I had forgotten to identify the pest first before trying to eliminate it. After going to the computer, I learned that
I had cross-stripped cabbage worms (evergestis rimosalis) and insecticidal soap was not going to kill them. I
needed a garden dust. The garden dust worked along with my picking off the caterpillars and getting rid of their
yellow eggs. I also learned that the row covers help but they are not the whole answer. The moths still found
ways to get in even though the edges of Tule were weighted down with stones. After eliminating most of the
worms, the second season was not a complete bust. I have managed to have several meals of broccoli and many
salads. Also many useful ideas of what to do next time.
Next year, I have many useful ideas: row covers and sprinkling the leavers with cayenne pepper before the
worms appear are just a couple. Gardening is a process of learning and researching. If one thing does not work
try another.
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Winter’s Work Brings Bounty
by Donna Dixon, Blount County Master Gardener

Winter brings many gardeners dreams of their summer garden bounty. For those with visions of fruit trees,
berry bushes, and canes heavy with bounty, the dormant season includes preparation. Just as we prepare our
garden beds for ideal production, so too preparation begins in the leafless time for fruit production.
The development of a strong tree framework is the objective of late winter pruning. Without annual training
and pruning, this strength of the tree will be affected. Proper pruning brings air and sunlight to the interior of
the tree for better quality fruit with a decrease risk of disease and insect infestation. Dormant pruning
invigorates the fruit production process. Summer pruning will eliminate the energy and food production,
resulting in reduced tree growth. Pruning standard, semi-dwarf, and dwarf trees to maintain tree size will
improve crop management when spraying and removing fruit.
A well maintained tree has a central frame from which limb branch angles can support fruit production.
Upright branches lead to breakage with heavy fruit loads, leading to reduced production and decreasing the
life of the tree. Considering how much to prune with each fruit variety should be moderate. Over-pruning
even a neglected tree will result in rapid vegetative growth and little fruiting. Pruning in late winter reduces the
risk of winter damage. Summer pruning should be limited to thinning cuts only.
Begin with a walk in the grove to evaluate the health of the individual trees and assess overall needs. Note
oversized trees and those that have damage, diseases, or pest infestations.
Equipment includes gloves and heavy clothing. Each mechanical tool has a specific purpose. Using a wrong
type or size tool will likely damage the tree. The diameter of the branch determines the best choice:
Hand Pruners 1 inch or less (bypass pruners
are the best choice)
Lopper

2 inches

Pruning Saw 3 inches (pruning saws cut
with pull and push strokes)
Pole Pruner Extended reach (best have a
bypass pruner and pruner saw attachment)
Sharp clean tools make the best cuts. Saw cuts
should be planned to prevent tearing of the
branch. A half- to one-inch deep cut should be
made on the lower side of the branch before a
complete saw-through. Following removal, the
final saw would be at the collar of the branch
to prevent disease injury. Cuts provide
opportunities for pests and disease. Tools used
on infected wood such as fire blight must be
sanitized between cuts.
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A review of the tree from all direction should be done in a standard order. The following are considerations for
properly pruning a fruit tree:
Remove root suckers from the base of the tree.

Remove all dead, broken, diseased, or insect-infested branches.
Remove branches that turn downward, because fruit load will only cause these to touch the ground.
When limbs are closer than 24 inches, choose the inferior branch and remove.
Reduce the height of the tree by cutting back upright branches to a branch growing toward the outside.

Remove suckers or water-sprouts growing from top of branches.
Eliminate branches that touch.
After larger cuts are made, thin the tree.
Try to not remove more than ¼ of tree in one year.

The Maryville College Grove Project provides the Blount County Master Gardeners the
opportunity to learn and teach good grove management. Working side by side with Biology students of Dr.
Drew Crain pruning is planned for Monday Feb.3 and Thursday Feb.6, 2:00-4:00. Planting and pruning new
trees in planned for Monday March 9 and Thursday March 12, 2:00-4:00. All Master Gardeners and Interns are
encouraged to attend.

Statewide TEMG Digital Networking Meetings - all Fridays at 11 am est/ 10 cst
February 14th- Recruiting the next wave of MGs
April 3rd- Crucial communication in our local groups
September 11th- MG impact in our communities (SFE showcase)
November 13th- Connecting and appreciating MGs
Want to learn more? Get all the details about the sessions HERE
Master Gardener In-Depth Video-conference Series- Fridays in March at 11est/10 cst
March 6th, 13th, 20th, and 27th
This 4 part interactive series will feature presentations by UT Extension personnel, discussion of FAQs
along with providing useful resources for you to better understand these topics and educate the public
through the MG program. We are going to focus on current topics like herbicides, natives, and pollinators.
Registration is Required for this series- please fill out this short online FORM
Want to learn more? Get all the details about the sessions HERE
Registration is Coming SOON for our 2020 TEMG State Conference - June 11,12, and 13
From herbs to ginseng to fishing and from heirloom fruit and vegetables to farm to table dinners, our
MGs hosts from Northeast TN are making sure there will absolutely be something for everyone!! Below
is a promotional snapshot of the conference and look for registration to open later this month.
https://extension.tennessee.edu/MasterGardener/2020Conference Flyer.pdf
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Container Gardening Tips & Tricks
by James Hutchison, Blount County Master Gardener

If I remember correctly, last issue we discussed containers. I wanted to share with you in this column some
of my most treasured containers…grocery store bags!! Yes it’s true and you too can join in this great
nationwide past time - growing perennials in grocery store bags!
Really, tongue in cheek - poking fun at myself - but here is a true photo from my retaining wall and a
staging area off of my driveway. Two years ago (yes that is true - 2 YEARS AGO) in the fall of 2017 I dug
up most of my hostas from one of my shady garden beds, partly to divide them but also move them around
a bit. The area where they were located was off the beaten path in my yard and guests or someone looking
at my garden beds weren’t likely to pass by and see them. So, my thought was to take another area and
make it a showcase for some of my many varieties of hosta.

Time kind of got away from me and I staged them back there by the wall where I put plants and wait till I
get the “ideal" place in mind of where I want to plant them. You know the rest of the story - I watered
them good in the summer of 2018 and then again all of last summer and…here we are. I will say this in my
defense - the pile of bags was a whole lot bigger. This past Fall I did plant about half of them and this is
what is left.

Guaranteed to all of my faithful readers and gardening friends they will be planted in the ground SOON!
In fact, if this mild winter keeps up, they may get planted in the next week or two.
But - in the meantime please do know that there is nothing wrong with planting a perennial in a grocery
store bag until you get the time to either pot it up properly or get it into the ground. Just don’t stretch your
luck and procrastinate like I have. Don’t forget to send me a question or photo for a future column—
jhutch3670@att.net.
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Time to Winterize the Garden
by Reena Lieber, Blount County Master Gardener

August heat is barely a memory and I'm telling you to winterize your garden. Really? It's really one of the more
important chores of established gardens but is frequently let go. Often the only thing many people know to do
is to plant bulbs. However, early fall is one of the best times to transplant and plant new perennials, and to
prevent problems before they happen.
Most gardeners don't want to hear that there is still lots to do as we enter the last quarter of the year. After
the hard work of battling heat, drought, bugs and diseases it is often understandable that we feel like taking
some time off, and it is easy to let it all go until spring. Winterize now and you'll be happy you did come next
spring! The most important chores you can perform in the fall are:
Planting and Transplanting

Many perennial plants will put in roots and add healthy growth in warm days and cool
nights of early fall before they go dormant. Some perennials will even grow from seed
and overwinter as small plants ready to grow when warm weather returns. Spring
blooming bulbs and rhizomes can be planted as the soil cools down in late fall.
Garden Cleanup

Clean up leaves and debris from around all plants so that sources of fungal, bacterial
and viral infections don't have a chance to lie in the dirt ready to re-infect plants in the
spring. This includes digging out and discarding sick plants. Everything in this
category should not be composted, but should be thrown away. To protect roots from
winter's extremes, healthy compost, new mulch or fresh leaf litter from trees can be
applied once everything is clean.
Tool Cleanup
Once the garden has been cleaned and winterized spend a day repairing and cleaning tools.
This is the time to remove dirt and disinfect all trowels, rakes, shovels, pruners and shears.
Clean and disinfect plant pots before storing for use in the spring. Hang the tools up if at
all possible. Keep a list of what tools need replacing and keep an eye out for some
bargains over the winter and early spring.
Make Compost
As the leaves come down from the trees and the last lawn clippings are made in the fall it
is an ideal time to begin a compost pile. Add kitchen fruit and vegetable scraps all winter
and you'll have a head start on compost come April! Be sure not to add diseased leaves
and stems.
Make Plans
Assess what went right as well as what went wrong during the growing season. Plan on replacing failures with
different plants and think about encouraging pollinators and good insects with native and 'nativars' (cultivated
versions of native plants). Natives are usually more disease and problem resistant while still providing food
and habitat for wildlife. This is also a good time to lay out a new garden and draw up plans for spring shopping. Once the catalogs start arriving in January you'll be ready!
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Winter can be a good time for creative, imaginative projects and preparation for the garden.
From exploration to scavenger hunts, the garden if full of details waiting to be uncovered.


Edible vs. Non-Edible Lesson

Pictures of Edible Items (quick view as .pdf)
Pictures of Non-Edible Items (quick view as
.pdf)

You can teach your child about edible and
non-edible and help them to understand how
these concepts connect to a garden and the
objects around a garden. Ask your child what
they think the two terms mean. If they do not
know, explain that edible means things you
can eat and non-edible means things you cannot eat. Bring them out to the garden or to the
kitchen and ask them to point out some items
that they think are edible and non-edible.
Links to pictures of items are above,
Books to Read
Gregory the Terrible Eater

As you read this book, you can ask your child
what edible and non-edible things they can see
on each page.


Alphabet Lesson

Alphabet Word strips (quick view as .pdf)
Walk with your child outside around the
garden, have them name objects and tell you
what letter they begin with. Next you can have
a scavenger hunt starting with the letter A
going through the letter Z where they have to
find an object that begins with each letter.
Attached is a link to help you with your
endeavor.
Books to Read
Farmer’s Alphabet
Garden Alphabet
*Growing Minds Asheville, NC

On Scarlette Beane’s fifth
birthday, her grandfather
gives her a garden to grow all
on her own. Her veggies
grow so big it takes the
whole town to help harvest
them and make soup. Then
one night, she plants magic
seeds that grow into a vegetable castle! This book is all
about the wonderful things
children can accomplish and the joys gardening brings to
a community.
Wesley, an outcast among his classmates, takes on an ambitious summer project of
growing his own staple crop
and founding a civilization!
He tills up a bit of land in his
back yard and wind blows the
seeds of a crop into his garden. Tall plants quickly grow
and he uses every part of the
plant to create clothes, food,
and even ink for his own
world. Sharing his innovations makes him the most popular kid in school, showing children that being different is
cool after all.
This story celebrates the life of an
apple tree through every season of
the year. Readers will learn about
the tree coming to life in the
spring, fruit starting to grow in
the summer, harvesting in the fall,
and the rest it requires throughout
the winter. The readers will also
come to realize that humans
aren’t the only ones who eat apples; in fact, insects and other animals love apples just as much as
we do!
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Winter Tasks for the Garden
Tasks for January


Harvest remaining fall cool-season crops still in the garden. Some of the most cold hardy are
likely to be spinach and kale



Work on your garden layout and planting plans for this year. These plans should be based
on a rotation among plant families. They should also include any changes that are required
due to pest and disease issues that were seen the prior year.
extension.tennessee.edu/publications/Documents/W346-A.pdf



Test germination on remaining garden seed to ensure viability. In some parts of Tennessee,
seeds for cool-season spring transplants will need to be started in January.



Gather materials for producing transplants (if you grow your own). These materials should include new or sanitized trays and containers as well as a pathogen-free growing substrate designed for seed starting.
extension.tennessee.edu/publications/Documents/W346-B.pdf

Tasks for February


Seed cool-season crops for transplanting if needed. Broccoli, cabbage, cauliflower and similar crops
will need approximately 8 weeks from seeding to transplanting. A late March or early April planting will
require an early February seeding.
extension.tennessee.edu/publications/Documents/D59.pdf



Order remainder of garden seeds for the 2020 garden. Direct seeded crops can be
ordered later, but earlier is better for best selection.



Seed the earliest of warm-season transplants. Peppers often need 10-12 weeks to
produce a nice transplant, so an early May transplant date will require a February

Tasks for March


Seed the remainder of warm-season transplants. Tomato transplants require 6 to 8 weeks, so a March 1
seeding provides transplants for a May 1 transplant date under good conditions.
extension.tennessee.edu/publications/Documents/W346-B.pdf



Prepare garden soil if conditions allow. Remember that if you are tilling in a cover crop, a few weeks
may be needed to decompose the cover crop material. Also allow time for other organic materials to
break down if not fully composted to prevent competition with plants for nutrients.
extension.tennessee.edu/publications/Documents/W346-G.pdf



Seed or transplant cool-season crops. Hardy cool-season crops are usually seeded or transplanted 4-6
weeks before the frost free date, while less cold hardy cool-season crops are usually started 2 weeks
prior. weather.gov/media/ohx/PDF/frostfreezeprobs.pdf
Install row covers or low tunnels over early season transplants to increase day
and night temperatures and support season growth.
extension.tennessee.edu/publications/Documents/W346-F.pdf


Don’t forget to harden off any transplants (see April) to reduce stress and loss
once placed in the ground.


Tennessee Home Vegetable Garden 2020 Calendar from UT Extension
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Ask Your Master Gardener
Is there an earthworm that is better than another for compost? By Maryann Gerber
When talking about outdoor composting, the best earthworms are those that are
native to your area. You probably have earthworms in your garden beds, these
would be considered native to you. To determine if you have earthworms, dig your
existing garden beds to see if you can find some, generally in the top six inches. If
you find some, transplant them to your compost pile. If you do not locate any
worms in your garden beds, you may have to buy some online or from a fish & bait
store. Red wigglers are a good worm to purchase. My native earthworms have
survived the winter weather in East Tennessee for the past six years. However, extreme cold conditions may kill
earthworms. In that case you will need to purchase new worms. For more information on earthworms and compost see: http://www2.ca.uky.edu/agcomm/pubs/ho/ho75/ho75.pdf

How can you plant a tree in the East Tennessee clay?
With lots of hard work! The best time to plant a tree is in November/December due
to cool temperatures and adequate water. Early spring is also a good time to plant a
tree, but you will probably have to supplement water in the summer months to
ensure your tree has a good start. To plant a tree in clay soil, you need to dig a hole
at least two times as wide as the container or root ball of the tree to be planted. The
hole needs to be at the depth of the container or root ball so the tree will be even or slightly higher than the
surrounding ground. If the soil is not wet, you should fill the hole with water and wait for it to drain for better
plant growth. Once you have dug the hole, use the shovel tip to scarify (make cuts) into the sides and bottom of
the hole. Place the container & tree in the hole to ensure you have the right depth. Add or subtract soil until the
depth is even with the surrounding ground. DO NOT PLANT TOO DEEP! Next remove the tree from the
container and untangle and spread out the roots so they do not circle around the tree. Place the tree into the hole
making sure it is straight and spreading out the roots. Mix compost or organic material with the existing soil and
add to the hole until it is even with the existing plant depth. Again, soak the area with water adding additional soil
as necessary to make sure the tree is at the depth it was in the container or ball. Add mulch to keep the soil
moist but keep the mulch at least 6 inches from the tree trunk. Water the tree before the soil dries out or at least
weekly for the first 12 months. For more information on planting trees and shrubs see:
https://extension.tennessee.edu/publications/Documents/PB1621.pdf
Do you ever put calcium in to a garden?

Yes, when a soil test indicates you do not have a sufficient amount in the soil. Low calcium can be indicated by
tomato blossom end rot. Perform a soil test to find out how much calcium you need to add. Check out the
publication Site Selection and Soil Testing:
https://extension.tennessee.edu/publications/Documents/W346-A.pdf
How mature should compost be before you use it in the garden?
Compost is ready when it looks, feels and smells like rich, dark earth rather than rotting
vegetation. This means it is dark brown or black, crumbly and smells like earth. See the
report: https://www2.ca.uky.edu/agcomm/pubs/ho/ho75/ho75.pdf
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Ask Your Master Gardener
If you have poor soil, is it best to use raised beds?
The answer is maybe. In some cases, your soil may be too shallow to plant a garden, in which case raised beds
would be helpful. In other cases your soil may be spoiled by your building contractor spilling rock, concrete
debris, and other building materials throughout your best garden locations, or you may have had a large tree cut
down and the roots have not yet decomposed fully making it hard to dig. Many gardeners simply prefer the
organized look of raised beds. In these cases, raised beds may be a better choice than in-ground gardening.
Using raised beds can be costly because you have to buy the material (wood, brick, stone, etc.) to build the beds
and you must buy the soil to put into the newly built beds. Depending on how many beds you need, it may be
less expensive to simply amend your existing soil with organic matter such as compost, leaf litter, manure, etc,
and add any nutrients recommended by a soil test. Adding the amendments will raise the bed slightly above the
ground level providing for better drainage. Check out the publication: Building and Using Raised Bed Gardens
at: https://extension.tennessee.edu/publications/Documents/W346-E.pdf
I have a 15 year old home with clay soils. Should I collect the grass cuttings or let it stay as I cut?
You should let the grass clippings stay on the lawn because it will be like a soil
amendment for your lawn. The grass clippings will quickly decompose adding
nutrients and enhancing the soil with organic matter. The only time to collect the
grass clippings is when the grass has gotten so tall the clippings ‘clump’ on the
grass. These clumps can kill the grass underneath them making your lawn look
spotty. In this case, collect the clippings and compost them. Read more at:
https://extension.tennessee.edu/publications/Documents/W161-I.pdf

Should you use gypsum to break down clay?
Gypsum is calcium sulfate, a naturally occurring mineral. It has been touted as
beneficial for breaking up compact soil, especially clay soil. It is useful in
changing the soil structure of excessively heavy soils which have been impacted
by heavy traffic, flooding, overcropping, or simply overly weatherized.
One of the main uses of gypsum is to remove excess sodium from the soil and
adding calcium. A soil analysis is helpful in determining if you need to apply
gypsum as a soil amendment. Additional benefits are a reduction in crusting,
improved water run-off and erosion control, assisting in seedling emergence,
more workable soils, and better percolation. However, the effects will only last a
couple of months before the soil reverts to its original state.
As a rule, using gypsum for garden tilth will probably not harm your plants, but it simply is not necessary. Using
a little elbow grease and lovely organic goodies from fall clean up or compost worked into the soil to a depth of
at least 8 inches will provide an excellent soil amendment. Studies have shown that soils with at least 10 percent
organic matter don’t benefit from the addition of gypsum. It also has no effect on soil fertility, permanent
structure or pH, while generous amounts of compost will do all that and more. In short, you can benefit new
landscapes by application of gypsum on compacted soil if you have a need for calcium and have salt laden earth.
But for the majority of gardeners, the mineral is not necessary and should be left for industrial agricultural use.
Read more at Gardening Know How: What Is Gypsum: Using Gypsum For Garden Tilth
https://www.gardeningknowhow.com/garden-how-to/soil-fertilizers/using-gypsum-in-garden.htm
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No-Till Gardening
by Louminda Torbett, Blount County Master Gardener
No-Till Gardening – A Beginning
So let me start with a little background. Four years ago we bought a house that backed up to a golf course. Three
years later the golf course closed and we purchased the land behind our house. The gardening challenge lay in
the fact that for over 20 years the soil had been compacted by the footsteps and carts of thousands of golfers
and “managed” to within an inch of its life with weed killers, pesticides and fertilizers. So here I am in zone 7a
wanting to create a meadow garden to benefit pollinators and wildlife in East Tennessee clay soil that is covered
with Bermuda grass!
On the advice of Dr. Julie Konkel at the Blount County Soil Conservation Office, I decided that a no-till garden
was my best option. I removed the sod, top dressed the bed with compost and planted cover crops of winter
rye, crimson clover and turnips. I also did a lot of Google searches and found good information on no-till
gardening. Most of the information I found was for vegetable gardens. However, the science and methodology
are much the same.

#6 Tee Box at Royal Oaks Golf Course

My new 23’x23’ garden bed

Why No-Till Gardening?
“No-till farming and gardening is a method in which the soil is left undisturbed except in the planting space for
the seeds or plants. For years farmers have utilized the no-till method for crops, realizing the benefits of erosion
control, soil moisture conservation, fewer weeds and building soil structure and health. Excessive tillage destroys
the soil structure which is the foundation for healthy plant roots that interact with the living component of the
soil.” 1
According to the Cass County Extension at the University of Nebraska Lincoln: “Tilling physically disrupts or
breaks down soil aggregates, those tiny clumps of silt, clay, sand and humus. These tiny clumps are important
because they create large and small pore spaces in the soil, which are used as pathways for water, oxygen and
plant roots to penetrate the soil. Reducing or eliminating tilling in your garden provides the following benefits.








Slower decomposition of organic matter, resulting in increased organic matter levels
Increased soil organism populations and activity
Retention of current soil aggregates and increased formation of new soil aggregates
Improved water percolation into soil and water drainage
Improved soil aeration
Improved crop root development
Increased resistance to wind and water soil erosion”2
Continued on nest page
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Step by Step to a No-Till Garden – What I Have Learned So Far
1. Soil Test
First of all start with a soil test. If you need to add nutrients, go by the guidelines you receive.
2. Site Preparation
I started with turf grass but you might have an existing garden plot you want to convert to no-till.
For me, I had to remove the grass/sod. I chose to use a sod cutter and place it in another part of the yard.
Other gardeners might want to smother existing grass and weeds using layers of cardboard, newspaper or
landscape fabric, a technique known as “sheet composting”.1 If you use cardboard or newspaper add a thick
layer of compost or other organic material on top. This might take a few months depending on the weather
but you will have a nice organic layer into which to plant. (As a note: while some informational sites
recommend using plastic, I am trying the decrease the amount of plastic in my life so I avoid it.)
Barb Fick, a horticulturist with the Oregon State University Extension Service states that "the crux of no-till
gardening is to pile on enough mulch so that weeds don't germinate and grow up through it."… "Whatever you
use, don't skimp on mulch," she said. "A heavy layer not only keeps weeds from growing, it also keeps the
underlying soil moist, greatly reducing the amount of watering you need in the summer." 3
3. Planning the Bed
Lay out the bed with pathways so you do not walk on the bed and compact the soil. You can use stepping
stones or mulched pathways or grass pathways that can be mowed if your bed is that large.
4. Planting
In the spring, move the mulch aside to plant your seeds or plants. When the plants die back in the fall, cut the
plants back to the soil level and leave the roots in the ground and the cuttings as part of the mulch layer. If any
of the plants were diseased, do not incorporate into the mulch.
If you plan to get more than one growing out of your garden (i.e. you are growing vegetables), cover with
landscape fabric for 4-6 weeks then plant again.
5. More In-depth Information – Compost, Cover Crops, Nutrient Management and More
There is so much to know about soil and soil management, composting, weed control, etc., I recommend
careful study and planning. A terrific article was written by Dr. Natalie Bumgarner of the University of
Tennessee Institute of Agriculture. The publication W346-G entitled “The Tennessee Vegetable Garden,
Stewardship in Soil Management” 4 is a great resource for more in depth information. For successful gardening
you can’t beat knowledge and planning!
Sources:
1 Rebecca Finneran, Michigan State University Extension, and Pamela Bennett and Denise Johnson, Ohio State University
Extension - February 11, 2015 https://www.canr.msu.edu/news/preparing_the_smart_vegetable_garden
2 Sarah Browning, Extension Educator, Nebraska Extension
https://extension.unl.edu/statewide/cass/Smart%20Gardening%20Converting%20to%20NoTill%20for%20Home%20Gardeners%20Sept%202018.pdf
3 Barb Fick, horticulturist, Oregon State University Extension Service https://extension.oregonstate.edu/news/mulch-keyno-till-gardens
4 “The Tennessee Vegetable Garden, Stewardship in Soil Management”, Dr. Natalie Bumgarner, University of Tennessee
Institute of Agriculture
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Blount County Master Gardener Projects

Yearly Plant Sale

Festival of Trees at the
Blount County Courthouse

Maryville College Grove
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Blount County Master Gardener Projects

Plant Sale for Habitat
Farmers Market
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Right Now! Attracting Pollinators to East Tennessee Gardens is a publication of the Blount County
Master Gardeners, with all articles written by our members.
It features descriptions of 81 plants, about 2/3 of which are
native to Tennessee, and photos of all those plants, most of
which were taken by our members. In addition, there is an
extensive chart of plants attractive to pollinators, including
bloom time and whether the plant is a pollen source, a nectar
source, or a host plant for butterfly larvae. Finally, there are
website and book recommendations, and native plant, nursery, garden center, and online plant resources. Right Now! is
available at these locations in Maryville: Ag Central Co-op,
Ginger’s Flowers, and Out of Eden Garden Center, in Knoxville at Wild Birds Unlimited; and by mail order through the
BCMG website, bcmgtn.org.

All books are available at Blount County Library
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Blount County Master Gardeners
Blount County Master Gardeners Extension Office
1219 McArthur Road
Maryville, TN 37804
Phone: (865) 518-2520
email: info@blountcountytnmastergardeners.org
bcmggazette@gmail.com

We’re on the Web at http://bcmgtn.org

Blount County Master Gardeners (BCMG) is a
volunteer service organization with the goal of training volunteers who can provide the public with research based information on a variety of horticultural topics. It is built upon solid visions, values, and
community support.

and Facebook!

1/24 & 1/25/20 Winter Heritage Festival at the Great Smoky Mt Heritage Center
1/28/20 Blount County Master Gardeners Meeting - 6:30 pm Sharon Lawson
Room at the Blount County Library

2/3 & 2/6/20 Maryville College Grove Pruning Project 2 - 4 pm
2/11/20 Speaker Series - Master Seed Savers Special Seed Preview and Seed Starting with Daniel Hughes
and Rachel McCroskey
2/27/20 Blount County Master Gardeners Meeting - 6:30 pm Sharon Lawson Room at the Blount County
Library
2/27/20 Caring for Your Yard for the Habitat for Humanity Partners 6-8 pm

3/1/20 Opening of the Blount County Seed Library
3/10/20 Speaker Series— Lawns and their Care by Bob Hollman (7 pm in the Sharon Lawson Room at the
Library)

3/12/20 Maryville College Grove Project Planting and Pruning 2-4 pm
3/14/20 Tennessee Valley Chapter of Wild Ones, the Plant Natives at the University of Chattanooga
3/31/20 Blount County Master Gardeners Meeting - 6:30 pm Sharon Lawson Room at the Blount County
Library
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